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Introduction
The New-York Historical Society’s vast holdings bridge two divisions – the Museum and Library – and within each are further arranged into several collections. As such, beginning image research can be daunting, and determining which images may already exist in digital form is its own unique challenge. The New-York Historical Society website details many of these resources in separate pages. What follows here is a clarification of the arrangement of collections, and a centralized guide to searching for existing images within these collections.

Breakdown of collections and catalogues:

MUSEUM
These collections include: historical artifacts; decorative arts; drawings; paintings; sculpture. Internally, TMS is used for item-level inventory and cataloging. An online catalogue is available (also as eMuseum). An effort has been made to photograph as many items as possible for reference purposes; not all entries with images will also have hi-res images. Always consult the Department of Rights and Reproductions to confirm availability of images.

LIBRARY
The Main Collection includes broadsides; hotel files; maps; dining menus; newspapers; books and pamphlets. An online catalogue exists for main collection materials; collections specific databases exist for menus, maps, and hotel files. Resources for image searches will be most complete on-site, as there are additional databases and catalogues with on-site only access.

Manuscripts department collections include: personal and family papers; business and industry collections; religious and charitable organization collections; military collections; N-YHS Institutional Archive. Finding aids exist online for many collections. Additional finding aids and card catalogues are available on-site.

Department of Prints, Photographs and Architectural Collections: over 300 separate collections and files of photographs, prints, architecture, and ephemera. Arrangement may be by collector, creator, subject, or medium. Finding Aids exist online for most collections; additional finding aids and research guides are available on-site.

Breakdown of digital image resources:

Digital Collections
Digitization of library collections has been ongoing since 1998, and now also includes highlights from our Museum collection. High-resolution images are available from Rights and Reproductions for the following collections viewable online here.

Services from EBSCO, Readex, and Gale Cengage Learning are available to browse on-site, but otherwise require subscriptions:

- Gateway to North America: the People, Places, & Organizations of 19th Century New York 1,511 New York City directories, year books, registers, member lists, organization reports, guidebooks, primary source documents and publications, and name-rich sources.
American Art-Union, 1839-1851: The Rise of American Art Literacy
Nearly 50,000 pages from the American Art-Union records, 1839-1851, one of the library’s most important manuscript collections.

Civil War Primary Source Documents from the New-York Historical Society:
Over 110,000 pages from more than 400 individual manuscript collections focusing on the Civil War as it was fought from 1861 to 1865 and presenting both Northern and Southern perspectives.

 Revolutionary War Era Orderly Books from the New-York Historical Society:
Over 30,000 pages from 96 orderly books written from 1748 to 1817.

Other online image resources
The Rights and Reproductions Department has an inventory of photos related to current and past exhibitions at the New-York Historical Society.

New-York Historical Society uses collections images on social media and blogs. Most notably, our Pinterest page is curated by the Rights and Reproductions staff to highlight hidden gems from the collection.

Rights and Reproductions Digital Assets
Separate from the library digital projects, the Rights and Reproductions Department alone has over 25,000 digital images on its servers, along with departmental databases containing the related metadata. Consulting the department is always the best way to determine exactly what is available as an existing digital image.